Because of the branching arising from partial self-complementarity, long single-stranded (ss) RNA molecules are significantly more compact than linear arrangements (e.g., denatured states) of the same sequence of monomers. To elucidate the dependence of compactness on the nature and extent of branching, we represent ssRNA secondary structures as tree graphs which we treat as ideal branched polymers, and use a theorem of Kramers for evaluating their root-mean-square radius of gyration,R g = R 2 g . We consider two sets of sequences-random and viral-with nucleotide sequence lengths (N) ranging from 100 to 10 000. The RNAs of icosahedral viruses are shown to be more compact (i.e., to have smallerR g ) than the random RNAs. For the random sequences we find thatR g varies as N 1/3 . These results are contrasted with the scaling ofR g for ideal randomly branched polymers (N 1/4 ), and with that from recent modeling of (relatively short, N ≤ 161) RNA tertiary structures (N 2/5 ).
I. INTRODUCTION
Many theoretical studies have been concerned with the analysis and prediction of the secondary structure of single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) molecules-see, for example, Refs. 1-8. Similarly, many experimental measurements have been made of the secondary and tertiary structures of these molecules. [9] [10] [11] In addition, molecular dynamics simulation programs have been developed for coarse-grained RNA models, providing important insights into the flexibility and conformational freedom of RNA in solution. 12, 13 These theoretical and experimental approaches become problematic, however, when applied to long RNA molecules, i.e., ones longer than about 1000 nucleotides (nt).
Here we focus on the relationship between the 2D (secondary) and 3D sizes of long ssRNA molecules. More explicitly, using a mapping of the secondary structures onto tree graphs and a theorem due to Kramers, 14, 15 we formulate an ideal branched polymer model of ssRNA that enables us to estimate the root-mean-square radius of gyration (R g ) corresponding to any given secondary structure of the molecule. Numerical calculations ofR g are presented for viral vs. random sequences involving lengths up to 10 000 nt. For random RNA sequences with uniform base composition, the scaling behavior ofR g with sequence length (N) is found to bê R g ∼ N 1/3 , in contrast to theR g ∼ N 1/4 result derived for ideal randomly branched polymers. [15] [16] [17] [18] 
II. THEORY
At room and physiological temperatures ssRNA in solution folds on itself, developing hydrogen-bonded interactions a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
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between complementary pairs of nucleotides-the "WatsonCrick" pairs G-C and A-U, and the "wobble" pair G-U. The result is a branched structure composed of rigid duplexes of successive base pairs (bp), joined by semiflexible loops of nt, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) for a 200-nt-long sequence. The number of bp per duplex, k, varies between 2 and a maximal value k max that increases logarithmically with N, e.g., k max ≈ 12 for random sequences of length N ≈ 1000 with uniform base composition. 19 However, the average duplex length, k , is independent of N, and most duplexes are rather short. For random sequences of uniform base composition k ≈ 4. 2, [19] [20] [21] In addition to the unpaired (i.e., single stranded) nt, the loops contain several paired (i.e., H-bonded) nt-those belonging to the first base pair of each of the duplexes emanating from the loop. It is not difficult to show that, on average, each loop is connected to d = 2 − 2/L ≈ 2 duplexes, where L is the total number of loops. Here, and in the rest of this Letter, we shall regard the exterior loop-the loop containing the two ends of the molecule-on the same footing as the other loops (as in the case of a circular RNA).
Thus for both open ("linear") and circular RNAs L = S + 1, where S is the total number of duplexes in the structure. The long ssRNA sequences of interest here contain many loops (and hence duplexes), i.e., L, S 1, so that we can set L = S.
The fraction of nt in duplexes is f = 2 k S/N, and-for both random and many viral sequences of nearly uniform nt compositions-it is found that f ≈ 0.6, independent of N, 19 a value consistent with the 0.54 estimate of Dima et al. 22 from statistical-potential analyses of PDB data sets, and with current values predicted by M-fold 1 and RNA-fold 4 folding algorithms. For these molecules the average number of unpaired nt per loop is l ss 12, 23, 24 of the flexibility of internal loops it is known that there are significant correlations in the orientations of the duplexes emanating from the same loop. Nevertheless, we shall assume here that the loops can be regarded as flexible joints, as in the earlier work on ideal randomly branched polymers, and will focus on the consequences of non-random branching. The flexibility of the loops does not change the scaling ofR g , e.g., the worm-like chain and ideal chain models of linear polymers share the same scaling law. 15 Similarly, we ignore features of secondary structure associated with "kissing hairpins" and pseudoknot structures 8 because they do not have an analogue in the classic randomly branched polymer model [15] [16] [17] [18] with which we are comparing RNA molecules here. Also, these higher-order features do not allow the mapping to tree graphs that we use to calculate 3D sizes; further, they only effect the short-range structure of RNA and are not expected to change the mass-size scaling behavior. Finally, we neglect excluded volume effects, again because our main purpose is to compare the mass-size scaling of the classic "randomly branched" ideal polymers with the ideal polymers whose branching is governed by the "rules" of RNA self-complementarity. In both instances, we are treating tree graphs that behave ideally but whose distributions of branch points are different and which thus have different mass-size scaling behavior.
The mapping of a ssRNA secondary structure to a branched tree graph is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1(b) . The duplexes are reduced to bonds of equal length, and the interior loops to vertices. The particular example shown here corresponds to the predicted minimum free energy (MFE) structure 4 of a short ssRNA sequence composed of 200 nt of uniform base composition and random distribution along the sequence. Recall, however, that in the present work we are mainly interested in longer sequences, involving thousands of nt. Assuming that all vertices are flexible joints, the tree graph may be regarded as an ideal branched polymer free to move in three dimensions, with no correlations between neighboring bond orientations and (as explained above) with neglect of excluded volume interactions. This picture is obviously highly approximate, because not all duplexes are of equal length, and the internal loops are not perfectly flexible. (Small bulges and bubbles connecting a pair of duplexes are quite stiff, for example, but the duplexes involved may be regarded as part of a longer duplex; this would imply an effectively larger k value, but will not change the scaling ofR g with N.)
Based on a theorem due to Kramers, the above ideal branched polymer model provides a direct and useful relationship between the secondary structure of ssRNA and its radius of gyration, and hence its 3D size. According to this theorem, the mean square radius of gyration of any ideal polymer (linear or branched) is given by 14, 15 
where the angular brackets indicate the averaging over all possible spatial conformations of the polymer. The sum on the right hand side extends over all possible divisions of the polymer into two parts, one part containing L 1 (j) segments (in our case loops) and the other part containing The black dots correspond to the minimum free energy structures of random ssRNA of uniform base composition. Each of the 7 clusters of dots includes the results obtained for 20 randomly shuffled sequences of the same length, N = 100, 250, 500, 1000, 2500, 5000, 10000 nucleotides. The slope of the straight line is 0.33 ± 0.01. Also shown are the radii of gyration calculated for viral RNAs belonging to 6 viral families, all of which involve icosahedral capsids 27, 28 except for the tobamoviruses whose capsids are cylindrical. 29 value does not affect the scaling law describing the increase of the (root mean square, rms) radius of gyrationR g ≡ R 2 g with N. Figure 2 showsR g as a function of L for two sets of ssRNAs. The first set includes random sequences composed of N = 100, 250, 500, 1000, 2500, 5000, and 10 000 nt, all with uniform base composition, (25% of G, C, A, and U). For each value of N we have sampled 20 randomly shuffled sequences, using the same shuffling algorithm as in earlier work; 20 sampling more than 20 sequences changes averageR g values and their standard deviations by only a few percent. The MFE secondary structures for each sequence was calculated using the RNA-fold algorithm, 4 and theR g values of these structures were calculated using the tree graph mapping of of several viral families, whose average base compositions are nearly uniform (approximately 24% G, 22% C, 27% A, and 27% U, except for the Tymoviruses whose compositions vary in the range 15%-18% G, 32%-42% C, 17%-24% A, and 22%-29% U).
III. RESULTS
In Fig. 3 we show the radius of gyration as a function of sequence length, N, for the same random and viral RNA sequences considered in Fig. 2 . From both figures it is seen clearly that the RNAs of icosahedral viruses, as indicated by their radii of gyration, are distinctly more compact than the random sequences of the same length. The Tobamoviruses, whoseR g is similar to the radius of gyration of random RNA of equal sequence length, strengthen this conclusion because they are the only ones whose capsids are cylindrical rather than icosahedral. Similar conclusions have previously been reached 20 by comparing another structural characteristic of ssRNAs, namely, their MLD, as discussed briefly below.
Further, Figs. 2 and 3 reveal a linear dependence of logR g on log L and log N, respectively, for the random ssRNAs. Moreover, the slopes of the two lines are identical, 0.33 ± 0.01. That is,
Recalling that L = N (1 −f )/ l it follows that the ratio (1 −f )/ l should be a constant independent of N. Indeed, as already mentioned above, bothf and l approach asymptotically constant values. More explicitly,f ≈ 0.6 and l ≈ 9.3, implyingL ≈ 0.043N . It is interesting to consider the relationship betweenR g and another measure of RNA size-the "maximum ladder distance", ζ . Bundschuh and Hwa 7 introduced the ladder distance between two arbitrary base pairs, i and j, in a given secondary structure of a ssRNA molecule, as the number of bp crossed in traversing the shortest path connecting i and j. The MLD, ζ , is the longest ladder distance among all such paths. Equivalently, ζ is the largest number of bp rungs crossed along the shortest route between any two hairpins loops. For instance, the MLD corresponding to the short sequence in Fig. 1(a) is the path (highlighted in grey) leading from the extreme left hairpin to the extreme right hairpin, yielding ζ = 38. In a previous study, we have used the MLD as a measure of the "extendedness" of viral RNAs vs. non-viral (random and yeast) RNAs. 20 We found, consistent with the results in Figs. 2 and 3 , that the RNAs of icosahedral viruses are indeed more compact than the non-viral ones.
The MLD is a property of the secondary structure of ss-RNA, and therefore not a direct measure of the 3D size of the molecule. Nevertheless, we have conjectured 20 that such a measure could be derived by treating the MLD contour as the backbone of a linear polymer chain, with the loops regarded as flexible joints and the duplexes as rigid bonds, ignoring all side-branches from the MLD contour. Based on a comprehensive set of MLD calculations, involving averaging over Boltzmann ensembles of structures for each of many randomly shuffled sequences corresponding to each of many sequence lengths N, it was found that, to a very good approximation, the MLD scales with sequence length as ζ ∼ N 2/3 ; more precisely, the exponent of N was found to be 0.67 ± 0.01. 20 Treating the MLD contour as an ideal linear polymer it thus follows thatR g ∼ ζ 1/2 ∼ N 1/3 , identical to the scaling relationship found above for the ideal branched polymer model that we have used here to calculateR g .
IV. DISCUSSION
A procedure similar to the above analysis has previously been suggested to calculate the radius of gyration of an ideal randomly branched polymer, 18 withR g regarded as the mean physical distance between two arbitrary endpoints of the branched polymer. The path connecting the endpoints is treated as a linear chain whose segments are the links between adjacent branching points. By an elegant construction (of a random 1D walk surrounding the entire polymer), the number of links along the path is shown to scale as N 1/2 , implying the familiar resultR g ∼ N 1/4 -originally derived by Zimm and Stockmayer. 16 As is well known, this model is physically unrealistic for large N, because it predicts a diverging density ρ ∼ N/R . Alternatively, and in accordance with our treatment of ssRNA as a branched polymer whose constituent segments are loops (connected by duplexes), the predictionR g ∼ L 1/3 implies a constant density of loops. The scaling behavior,R g ∼ N 1/3 , found here for randomsequence RNAs using our tree-graph model, is qualitatively different from theR g ∼ N 1/4 scaling law of the ideal randomly branched polymer. Since both models assume ideal behavior (i.e., no excluded volume effects) we conclude that the branching pattern of ssRNA is distinctly non-random, corresponding to a less compact and less branched structure than that of the randomly branched polymer. Indeed, the folded structures of long random RNAs involve generally a hierarchy of loops of different orders, d, where d is the number of duplexes connected to the loop in question. Numerical analyses of many sequences 30 reveal that L(d), the number of loops of degree d, peaks at d = 2 (corresponding to "bubbles" and "bulges"), decreasing rapidly as d increases; e.g., the average total number of loops for sequences of length N = 6000 is L ≈ 460, with L(d) ≈ 109, 256, 84, 10, 1 for d = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively. (The maximum loop degree, d max , increases slowly (logarithmically) with sequence length N.) The highest order loops are naturally found somewhere in the middle of the folded structure, serving as the origin of several (namely d ≈ d max ) branches emanating outwards. Each branch is, in turn, the folded structure of the smaller RNA molecule corresponding to the sequence comprising this branch. It is of course folded as well, but, being shorter, its maximum loop degree is smaller. This pattern continues until the branches and hence the loops become too small to enable the formation of a new generation of arms. 19 Thus, rather crudely, and only on average, the folded sequence of ssRNA may be regarded as a self-similar structure consisting of several folding generations. Whether this picture can explain whyR g ∼ N 1/3 is still an open question.
Many studies have been concerned with the role of excluded volume interactions in randomly branched polymers, revealing a significant increase of the scaling exponent ν, from ν = 1/4 of the ideal polymer to v ≈ 0.5 for the selfinteracting polymer, see, e.g., Refs. 31-34. Theoretical analyses of excluded volume interactions in ssRNA are scarce and, at present, are limited to coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations of relatively short sequences, no longer than several hundreds of nucleotides. In a recent study of this kind by Hajdin et al., 35 involving a series of short (N = 27 − 161) RNA sequences, a scaling exponent of ν ≈ 0.41 was obtained forR g . They also comment that their results are consistent with the earlier work of Hyeon et al. 36 (who found ν ≈ 0.33 from direct calculation ofR g using PDB data) provided one excludes the very short (N ≤ 24) and the (long, but protein-complexed) 16S and 23S ribosomal RNAs from the RNA structures analyzed by these authors. Interestingly, returning to our interpretation of the MLD of ssRNA as the contour length of a real (i.e., self-avoiding) linear polymer, the result predicted for the radius of gyration would have beenR g ∼ ζ 3/5 ∼ N 2/5 , instead of theR g ∼ ζ 1/2 ∼ N 1/3 dependence corresponding to the ideal polymer. Fortuitously perhaps, the 2/5 exponent is practically identical to the value ν ≈ 0.41 obtained for short RNAs by Hajdin et al. 35 It must be remembered, however, that these latter conclusions pertain to structures involving a small number of (about 5-15) duplexes and loops, and considerable scatter in base composition and in radii of gyration. Accordingly, it will be important to extend these approaches to molecules as long as thousands of nt. More generally, much work remains to be done on the effects of branching on the large-scale 3D structures of long ssRNAs.
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